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generalization of this invariant. The quantization
of the self-linking number is directly related to
the geometric, or Berry’s, phase (27). For nematic
braids, the geometric phase corresponds to the
angular shift ϕ that is acquired upon the paral-
lel transport of a surface normal traveling along
one surface of the characteristic three-sided strip.
More specifically, the angular shift is equivalent
to ϕ = 2pSL (Fig. 3A). Eventually, the SL and
the number of loops N can be used for a unique
classification of all possible loop conformations—
that is, all the available knot types on a given p × q
particle array. Figure 3B shows the classification
of the topological objects on a three-by-four par-
ticle array, determined by testing all the possible
combinations of unit tangles. Using SL and N as
the characteristic invariants, the knots and links
arrange hierarchically and regularly alternate be-
tween the knotted/unknotted and linked/unlinked
structures (25), which is promising for predicting
the complexity of the knots and links that can be
realized on a specific p × q particle array.

Having experimental control over the knot-
ting and having theoretical tools for finding all
possible conformations of nematic braids, we
were able to perform a made-to-order assembly
of knots and links, illustrated in Fig. 3C. First,
we selected Borromean rings (23) as an example
of a complex interwoven structure, which we at-
tempted to weave. Next, we specified the size of
the particle array to be four by four, the smallest
array required for the chosen link. By using a
computer algorithm that is based on calculating
the polynomial invariants from knot theory (fig.
S2) (23, 28, 29), the tangle configuration that
corresponds to the chosen link was identified. The
site-specific pattern of tangles shown in Fig. 3C
(fourth frame) was needed. Lastly, we experi-
mentally assembled the Borromean rings using
laser tweezers. To show the reach of our assem-
blymethod, we present all of the prime knots and
links that can be made to order on a four-by-
four particle array in Fig. 3D. Almost 40 dif-

ferent knot and link types are discerned among
3(p–1)(q–1) = 39 tangle combinations with mini-
mum crossing numbers up to 10. Out of all the
loop conformations, 35% are prime knots or
links, 29% are unknots, 18% are unlinks, and
18% are more complex composite links (table
S1). Such a large diversity of topological objects
suggests that it is possible to design any knot or
link on a sufficiently large colloidal array.

We have shown that chiral nematic colloids
are stabilized by defect knots and links of fas-
cinating complexity, which can be fully controlled
and rewired by light. This unusual colloidal soft-
matter system provides a robust made-to-order
assembly of an arbitrary knot or link on a micro-
scopic scale and is a new route to the fabrication
of soft matter with special topological features.
We believe that the strategy presented here offers
guidance to further progress in our understanding
of the knotting of topologically nontrivial entities,
such as DNA (5), skyrmion lattices in chiral mag-
nets (30) and confined blue phases (31), and
entangled vortices in superconductors (32).
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Rotary Photon Drag Enhanced by
a Slow-Light Medium
Sonja Franke-Arnold,1* Graham Gibson,1 Robert W. Boyd,2,3 Miles J. Padgett1

Transmission through a spinning window slightly rotates the polarization of the light, typically
by a microradian. It has been predicted that the same mechanism should also rotate an image. Because
this rotary photon drag has a contribution that is inversely proportional to the group velocity, the image
rotation is expected to increase in a slow-light medium. Using a ruby window under conditions for
coherent population oscillations, we induced an effective group index of about 1 million. The resulting
rotation angle was large enough to be observed by the eye. This result shows that rotary photon drag
applies to images as well as polarization. The possibility of switching between different rotation
states may offer new opportunities for controlled image coding.

The speed of light is independent of the
choice of reference frame only in a vac-
uum. Once light enters a moving medium,

it can be dragged in either the transverse or lon-

gitudinal direction. This phenomenon was first
considered by Fresnel in 1818 (1) and then, for
the longitudinal case, verified by Fizeau (1859),
who used water flowing along the light paths

within an interferometer as a means of intro-
ducing a phase shift (2). Over 100 years later, the
transverse displacement of a beam transmitted
near the edge of a spinning glass disk was ob-
served (3). A similar setup allowed the study of
a closely related effect for light traveling along
the rotation axis of a spinning medium, which
results in the rotation of the optical polarization
state (4, 5), the mechanical Faraday effect (6).

The rotation of a linear polarization state
originates from a phase difference between the
right- and left-handed circular polarization states,
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which are the spin angular momentum states of
light. However, light can also carry orbital angu-
lar momentum (OAM) arising from helical phase
fronts and the associated azimuthal component
of the Poynting vector (7). For a transverse phase
profile given by expðiℓfÞ, where f describes the
azimuthal angle, the OAM corresponds to ℓℏ
per photon.

Whereas a phase shift between the spin an-
gular momentum states leads to a rotation of the
linear polarization state, a phase shift between
the components with positive and negative OAM
is manifested as a rotation of the transmitted in-
tensity profile (8). A mechanical rotation of a
medium is predicted to induce a rotational photon
drag (9, 10), rotating the transmitted polarization
state and the transmitted image through the same
angle

Df ¼ ng −
1

nϕ

� �
WL
c

ð1Þ

Here,ng andnf are the group and phase refractive
index, respectively;W is the angular frequency at
which the medium rotates, L is the length of the
medium, and c is the speed of light in a vacuum.

For a typical dielectric material with a win-
dow thickness of a few tens of millimeters and a
rotation rate of ~1000 rpm, the resulting angle is
on the order of a microradian. Although the ro-
tation of polarization has been observed (4), the
corresponding image rotation has not.

The small rotation angle makes a measure-
ment very difficult, and as an alternative, we pre-
viously examined a rapidly spinning image incident
upon a stationary window, where a megahertz
rotation rate gave a delay in the spinning of the
image by ~1 rad (11). A spinning image is just a
superposition of beams at different frequencies
that can be treated separately in a linear medium.
In that experiment, however, the effect was com-
plicated by the Galilean transformation of the
frame that modified the incident angle of the
light upon the interfaces and, through Snell’s law,
the angular displacement of the transmitted light.
Because of this transformation, the lag in rotation
arose simply from the delay in arrival time of the
light due to the thickness of the optical medium,
i.e., ðng − 1ÞWL=c (12).

Rather than measuring the rotational lag be-
tween two images, our present experiment di-
rectly observes the rotation of the image, which
becomes feasible when the angle of the rotation
is enhanced by use of a slow-light medium. We
used a ruby rod as the spinning medium and a
stationary elliptical laser beam at 532 nm to act as
the image. Ruby is an unusual material in that, by
illuminating it with green light, one can probe an
absorption that acts as a near perfect two-level
system with a long (≈20 ms) upper-state lifetime.
If the incident beam is subject to a slight temporal
intensity modulation, the resulting modulation in
the lower-state population leads to a modulation
of the absorption that is, due to the long upper-
state lifetime, slightly out of phase with the mod-

ulation of the incident intensity. This phase lag in
the absorption distorts the intensitymodulation of
the transmitted light, resulting in an optical delay
that is interpreted as a large group index.

The effective group index depends uponmany
factors, including the intensity and modulation
amplitude of the light compared to the saturation
intensity, and the modulation frequency com-
pared to the inverse of the upper-state lifetime.
Previously it had been shown that group indices
of ≈106 may be obtained from coherent popula-
tion modulations (13–15).

When viewed in a rotating frame, the right-
and left-handed helical states are subject to a rota-
tional frequency shift (16, 17), which, because of
the dispersion of the ruby, means that their phase
indices differ. A phase shift therefore accumulates
between the states upon propagation through the
medium, leading to a rotation of the resulting image.

An image rotation is defined only if the
incident light is not rotationally symmetric; for
simplicity we have chosen an elliptical beam pro-
file. This beam profile also provides the intensity
modulation that causes a large group index in
ruby. Even for a beamwith constant intensity, the
off-axis atoms in the spinning ruby rod experi-

ence an intensity modulation. The resulting delay
and associated group index in general is a func-
tion of radius, intensity, and modulation rate
and must be evaluated numerically (see support-
ing online material). For rotation speeds that are
slow compared to the inverse of the upper-state
lifetime, the group index is large. At higher speeds,
the effect saturates and the group index decreases.
Consequently, for rotation rates below that cor-
responding to the inverse of the upper-state life-
time, we anticipate a large effective group index,
leading to substantial rotational drag of the trans-
mitted beam profile.

In a preliminary experiment, we used a highly
elliptical 2-W laser beam at 532 nm, focused
through a 100-mm-long ruby rod. By focusing
the beam into the ruby, it is possible to reach a
high intensity, albeit with a complicated beam
profile that changes upon propagation and makes
the configuration hard to model. After transmis-
sion through the rod, the beam cross section is a
single line that is readily observed on a viewing
screen. Spinning the ruby rod at ≈30 Hz drags
the orientation of the line by ~5°. Figure 1 shows
two images of the line for clockwise and anti-
clockwise rotation, respectively (also see movie

Fig. 1. An intense line of laser light is focused through a 100-mm-long ruby rod. The images show the
transmitted intensity as recorded on a screen positioned ~500mmbehind the rod spinning at T30 Hz. The
difference in line orientation between the two directions is ~10°. The fixed light at the top and bottom of
the images is transmitted around the sides of the ruby and hence not subject to any rotation.

Fig. 2. Experimental apparatus. The laser at 532 nm passes through a cylindrical
telescope to produce an elliptical, collimated beam with an aspect ratio of ~2:1 (see
inset). The light is transmitted axially through a rotating ruby rod and monitored on a

CCD camera. The ruby rod is mounted within a hollow cylinder, itself mounted within a standard engi-
neering high-speed bearing. The rotation of the ruby rod is controlled by a servo-controlled, program-
mable stepper motor at up to T30Hz.
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S1). We attribute this rotation of the beam to the
rotary image drag, enhanced by the high group
index in the ruby. Within the limits of experi-
mental observation, the resulting transmitted in-
tensity pattern appears as a rotated line, as one
would expect from a simple interpretation of
rotary image drag in Eq. 1.

To quantitavely investigate the effect of rotary
image drag in a self-pumped slow-light medium,
we instead propagated a collimated elliptical
beam through a 6-mm length of ruby rod spin-
ning at up to 30 Hz, observing rotations of the
intensity profile of some tenths of a degree.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.
The collimated elliptical laser beam with major
and minor axes of 2 mm and 0.9 mm, respec-
tively (see inset of Fig. 2), was incident on the
ruby rod, colinear with its rotation axis. The exit
face of the rod was imaged with unity magnifica-
tion to a low-noise charge-coupled device (CCD)
detector array. The orientation of the elliptical
intensity cross section was then analyzed from
the CCD image with respect to its center in terms
of its second-order moments to determine the
angle between the major axis of the elliptical pro-
file and the camera horizontal. For each rotation
speed, the sense of rotation was switched several
times over a period of a few seconds, and the

average difference in orientation of themajor axis
was recorded (Fig. 3 shows a typical recording).
The process was repeated for each rotation speed
and for two different levels of laser power (Fig. 4).
For a constant group index of the medium, the
rotation of the transmitted beamwould simply be
proportional to the rotational speed. However, in
our case, the group index and hence the phase
delay is itself a function of that speed (fig. S2),
resulting in a leveling-off of the orientation angle
for higher rotation speeds.

The vertical scaling of the data depends upon
the saturation intensity and precise beam size,
and therefore the total power of the beam was set
as a free parameter within a 30% range of its
measured value. The level of agreement between
observations and predicted forms of the data is
good, both with respect to the lower-speed linear
growth of the image rotation and the higher-
speed saturation that occurs when the rotation
period is less than the upper-state lifetime of
the ruby.

Our results show that the phenomenon of ro-
tary photon drag applies not just to linear motion
and image displacement, but also to rotational
motion and image rotation. The Faraday effect
arising from the mechanically induced difference
in phase velocity for right- and left-handed cir-

cularly polarized light has an equivalent effect
for orbital angular momentum. For orbital angu-
lar momentum, the difference in phase velocity
results in a phase shift between right- and left-
handed helical phase fronts, giving an image ro-
tation. The observed rotation is compatible with
the two rotation angles for polarization and image
being the same.
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Fig. 4. Rotation angle of the
elliptical laser beam upon pas-
sage througha6-mm-long ruby
rod for a beam power of 1 W
(blue, green) and 2 W (red,
orange, purple). The solid lines
are theoretical predictions of
themodel described in the sup-
porting online material. The
rotation angle is taken to
be half the difference of the
measured values for the ruby
spinning in the forward and
backward directions. 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
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Fig. 3. Typical data of the orientation of the major axis of the elliptical beam profile for rotation speeds
switched between T14 Hz.
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